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Introduction 

Tombstone, Arizona! The name conjures up ghosts of the wild West: the shoot-out at O.K. 

Corral, barroom brawls, wide-open gambling, bordellos, and the silver mines that drove the local 

economy. The Tombstone legend epitomizes a man’s world populated by desperate characters; a 

place that spelled the survival of the fittest. Tombstone represented macho Americana at its best, 

or at least maybe the way it should have been. 

Ironically, one of the great figures to emerge from Tombstone’s past was a woman—Mary 

McNelis Costello. A self-made individual who grew from personal tragedy to become a respected 

leader who exhibited intense loyalty to the community and saved the town from economic 

strangulation in the 1920s. Lauded by the local press at the time, Mary Costello has been largely 

forgotten today, probably because she was a woman and that fact didn’t fit the bullet-ridden image 

of Tombstone as painted by historians and novelists. Nevertheless, she played an important role in 

the Tombstone story and deserves her fair share of the credit. 

Martin Costello 

Mary Costello was the wife of the copper king Martin Costello, who settled with her in 

Tombstone in 1887. At the time, Martin was forty-one years old and a cabinetmaker by trade. 

Mary was twenty-one. Both had emigrated independently from their native Ireland; he from the 

vicinity of Dublin and she from Donegal. They met in Philadelphia, but opportunities in the raw 

American West soon beckoned. 

Martin opened a small saloon on Fremont Street, which he operated until the turn of the 

century. On February 15, 1892, the Tombstone Prospector recorded his first claim to fame: 
The first carload of Anheuser Busch keg beer to go into Martin Costello’s new cold storage rooms on 

Fremont Street, was placed there on Friday night. So favorable has been the weather for shipping it, that 

the huge chunks of ice retained their shape as when originally cut and placed with the beer in the car. 

His rise to wealth was a classic page from western lore. Tucson’s Arizona Daily Star of 

September 19, 1911, told the tale. 
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Figure 1. Spectacular Tombstone note signed by Mary M. Costello, president, and her 

daughter Ruth C. Costello, cashier. The sheet bearing this note was shipped to the bank from 

the Comptroller of the Currency’s office in Washington, DC, on December 7, 1925. 
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It was common gossip that Costello befriended a lonely, tired and hungry prospector, gave him food 

and shelter and possibly a drink. In return, said this rumor, to show his gratitude, the prospector gave all 

that he had, a mining claim to the man who had befriended him. Though Mr. Costello was always frugal, 

it was known that he was liberal with those he liked. This was the case with the prospector. 

The claim turned out to be worth considerable in copper. Mr. Costello made $60,000 out of this deal, 

and then began his career in which, as was popularly said, everything that he touched “turned to gold.” 

Out of this money Mr. Costello invested $50,000 in the “Irish Mag,” held the property for two years 

and sold it for $750,000. In a similar manner he bought the Bailey, near Tombstone for $40,000 and sold 

it for $500,000 three years later. After that Mr. Costello gradually increased his holdings so that his fortune 

was variously estimated at from $4,000,000 to $5,000,000. 

Despite his vast holdings, Mr. Costello was a member of no company and never had a partner. 

According to his attorney, Ben Goodrich, Mr. Costello never lost any money on any investment; everything 

he touched turned to gold. 

Following his great success, in 1902, Martin moved his wife and ten children, five boys 

and five girls, eight of whom were born in Tombstone, to Los Angeles. It appears that he continued 

to live in Arizona and commuted regularly to visit his family in California. 

Martin’s health began to deteriorate in 1905, and he was eventually diagnosed with walking 

typhoid fever. On Monday morning, September 8, 1911, he visited his physician in Los Angeles 

regarding his worsening condition and was told there was little that could be done. After enjoying 

an affectionate luncheon with his entire family, he went to the Gold West Hotel at 844 East Fifth 

Street, rented a room, and, with the revolver he had carried in pioneer days, shot himself through 

the heart.1 

Just prior to his suicide at age sixty-five, Martin had sold the principal interest in the Copper 

Belle mine near Gleeson, Arizona. However, he retained major interests in at least fifty other 

claims, most located in the Turquoise district near Tombstone. In addition, he owned substantial 

real estate in Douglas, Tucson, Nogales, Courtland, Gleeson, Bisbee, Tombstone and Los Angeles. 

His portfolio of bank stocks and school district bonds was reportedly valued at many hundreds of 

thousands of dollars.2 

Mary Costello 

At the time of her husband’s death, forty-five-year old Mary Costello was a turn-of-the-

century Victorian homemaker. Her eldest son was nineteen and the eldest daughter sixteen. 

Suddenly, Mary found herself the sole heir to a vast and complex estate that demanded attention. 

The record demonstrates that she quickly adapted to her new responsibilities. 

Among her early challenges was the famous Costello-Cunningham suit filed against 

Martin’s estate on April 5, 1912, by the heirs of Patrick Cunningham, who had died in 1899. The 

suit alleged that in 1901 Martin had not settled fairly with Cunningham’s widow on a package deal 

that included seventeen major claims in the Warren district near Bisbee. Cunningham had been 

half-owner in the claims, which Costello sold between 1899 and 1904 to Calumet and Arizona 

Company and the Shattuck Company for a reported total of $1,000,000. The prolific Irish Mag 

proved to be one of the great copper deposits in the Southwest, producing millions of dollars for 

Calumet and Arizona. Cunningham’s heirs claimed that Costello owed them $525,878.34 on the 

deal. The suit dragged on for seven years, during which the case was repeatedly appealed by both 

sides. Three of the thirteen attorneys involved died before a final settlement was reached on March 

9, 1919, for about $200,000.3 

Among the other assets that Mary Costello inherited from her husband was the Willard 

Hotel in Tucson. Built in 1902 in the corner of South Sixth Avenue and East Twelfth Street, it was 

at the time Tucson’s largest and most luxurious lodging establishment. News reports of 1913 

vintage reveal that Mary lived at least part of the time in Tucson and actively managed the Willard.4 

Business and social events also brought her frequently to Tombstone. Wishing to simplify her 
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business affairs and return to Los 

Angeles, on July 6, 1920 Mary sold her 

entire Pima County holdings, 

including the Willard Hotel, to the 

Excelsior Realty and Improvement 

Company, a corporation headed by 

Albert Steinfeld, a prominent Tucson 

merchant and president of the 

Consolidated National Bank. The 

quarter-of-million purchase price 

included numerous other important 

commercial, residential, and 

undeveloped properties. Two hundred 

and fifty thousand dollars bought a 

considerable amount of real estate in 

those days.5 

Mary Saves a Bank 

Mary’s retirement from 

Tombstone affairs was short-lived. In 

1921, she was called upon to save the 

town’s faltering bank. The First 

National Bank of Tombstone, located 

on the east side of Fifth Street between 

Allen and Fremont streets, had been 

organized on July 11, 1902, and 

chartered on September 25, with 

capital assets of $25,000.6 Although 

the silver boom was long past, the 

Tombstone economy was still rooted partly in silver production. Ranching rounded out the 

financial picture. 

Very little changed in Tombstone during the first two decades of the twentieth century. The 

bank remained small and its influence was hardly noticed outside Cochise County. Bank officers, 

however, came and went. William Cowan replaced M. D. Scribner as president in 1917, and 

Maurice M. Bludworth assumed the office of cashier in 1919, filling the vacant position of T. R. 

Brandt, who was mortally wounded in a holdup on November 2, 1917. Since that time, J. A. 

Rockfellow and H. C Almy had been filling in until a permanent replacement could be found.7 In 

the beginning, Mary Costello was a minor stockholder in the First National, resided in Los 

Angeles, and had virtually nothing to do with the management of the bank. Events quickly 

transpired, however, to force her into a controlling role in the bank’s affairs. 

The catalyst for Mary’s renewed involvement in Tombstone finances was Maurice 

Bludworth, the First National’s new cashier. Bludworth and his wife quickly and easily blended 

into the community. Acquaintances found the new arrival to be a fine young man, and he soon fell 

in with a group of go-getters who were enjoying the speculative boom in the overheated post-

World War I stock market. Interest in stocks was so great, in fact, that a big blackboard in Bill 

Boyd’s drugstore announced the latest market quotes, updated each afternoon.8 Tombstone was 

enjoying modest prosperity—its sons were returning from the World War, and the population had 

Figure 2. Mary Costello, 1926. 
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stabilized at about 1,500. A local newspaper, the Epitaph, described the place as “a quiet, prosaic 

little town.”9 

The first hint that trouble might be brewing came on Monday, August 15, 1921, with a 

front-page headline in the Prospector announcing “First National Bank Changes Management.” 

Gone were Cowan and Bludworth. The new management, installed at a meeting the previous 

Saturday, included Mary Costello as president; C. L. Cummings and Ruth Costello (Mary’s 

daughter), vice presidents; and D. Pierce, cashier. Mary immediately released a letter reassuring 

the community of the bank’s solvency: 
This is to advise that I have today arranged to increase my holdings of stock in the First National Bank of 

Tombstone, to a substantial sum; that because of the interests which I have increased, and because of the 

very friendly interest that I felt in the town of Tombstone, I wish to assure my friends and the friends of 

the bank that the institution is to be put and kept, in the most solvent and liquid condition possible to have 

a bank; that it is the desire of the president, the Board of Directors and the officers of the bank, to maintain 

the First National’s record of usefulness to the community, and in soliciting continuation of the business 

of the people of Tombstone and its surrounding territory they may be assured of all the courtesies to be 

had of a carefully conducted and obliging banking house. To those depositors now doing business with the 

bank, I have no hesitancy in saying that their interests will be fully protected by me.10
 

The circumstances behind Mary’s presence at the reorganization meeting are uncertain. 

She may have traveled from Los Angeles specifically for the purpose of assuming control of the 

bank, or she merely may have been visiting Tombstone when the meeting was called and the 

opportunity for the purchase presented itself. Regardless, it is clear that when she increased her 

holdings in the bank, she bought nothing but a headache. 

Mary certainly knew that the First National loan portfolio contained some slow or 

questionable notes; it is unlikely, however, that she realized the extent of the damage or noticed 

several substantial shortages hidden in the cracks. Immediately after the meeting, she returned to 

Los Angeles to confer with her attorney, William A. Bowen, of the firm of Flint, McKay and 

Bowen. Bowen did not like what he found on the bank’s books and advised Mary to back away 

from the deal and close the bank pending a full investigation. 

On Friday, August 19, a headline on the front page of the Prospector screamed, “First 

National Bank Closes Doors Today.” Chief bank examiner R. H. Collier of the Eleventh Reserve 

District suddenly found himself in charge pending appointment of a temporary receiver. The 

Prospector also carried the disturbing news that “on advice of her attorneys, Mrs. Costello had 

decided to repudiate her former assurance and agreement, and would not go through with the 

matter as formerly intended”. “The reason given for this action,” the newspaper explained, “is 

because the statement was too broad and let down the bars for unlimited guarantee.”11 

From the tone of the reporting in the Prospector, it is clear that the editors felt that they 

had been duped in publishing Mary’s letter of assurance upon her takeover of the bank. The paper 

lamented that the published assurances had prevented withdrawals by depositors and, in fact, had 

encouraged new deposits up until the day the bank closed. In frustration, the Prospector warned 

bank customers:  “We are of the opinion that the hundreds of depositors are taking the matter a 

little too calmly, believing that their interests are being protected, but judging from the trend of 

events since that notorious guarantee of the president of the bank which was carried in these 

columns for our readers in absolute good faith, following the reorganization, it appears the 

depositors had better organize, and at least get some satisfaction as to what is to be done.” 

Mary Costello was caught in a miserable position. She could cut her losses, discredit her 

word by worming out of the deal, and jeopardize old friendships in Tombstone. Or she could 

swallow hard and protect the depositors against loss by covering the bad paper with her own 

money. While there is no available record of her exact maneuvers, the broad outlines of her strategy 
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gleaned from newspapers demonstrate that she possessed remarkable business savvy. She kept her 

word to depositors, but in so doing, she extracted important concessions from customers and bank 

officers alike. All of this took time, but since she held the only ticket to salvation, everyone worked 

patiently to attain her objectives. 

The First National Bank remained closed until November 10. A number of events occurred 

almost immediately. Bank examiner J. T. Jernigan took over the receivership on August 24 as a 

temporary replacement for chief examiner Collier, who returned to Dallas. Abijah G. Smith, 

president of the Cochise County State Bank with headquarters in Tombstone and a branch in 

Benson, attempted to cut a deal whereby his bank would purchase the good assets held by the First 

National, thus assuring its liquidation as a potential competitor.12 Nothing came of Smith’s 

negotiations, however. 

Shortly after the First National closed its doors, William Bowen, Mary Costello’s attorney, 

traveled to Washington, D.C., to confer with Comptroller of the Currency D. R. Grissinger 

regarding the affairs of the bank. Mary joined him there about September 1st to review her 

options.13 

In the meantime, Alexander Bailey McCans, a national bank examiner in Dallas, was 

appointed temporary receiver and arrived in Tombstone on September 16 to take charge of the 

bank. McCans immediately traveled to Los Angeles to confer with Bowen, who had returned from 

Washington and apparently still possessed many of the bank’s books. H. F. Brewer, another 

examiner, joined McCans in southern California, and together the three men returned to 

Tombstone on October 1, where Bowen publicly announced that a thorough investigation of the 

bank’s affairs would be made with the objective of reopening if possible. At this point, a 

depositors’ committee pledged its support by promising to leave their funds on deposit for at least 

six months after the bank reopened, providing Mary Costello covered the questionable loans. 

Bowen returned to Los Angeles with the good news on October 6.14 

Meanwhile, the audit of the bank’s books revealed serious shortages and manipulations. 

The evidence pointed to Bludworth, the former vice president and cashier, who was arrested in 

Tombstone and taken to Tucson on charges of false entries and misapplication of bank funds. At 

a preliminary hearing, which began on October 6, Assistant U. S. Attorney John H. Martin 

Figure 3. Note signed by Mary M. Costello, president, and J. P. Connolly, cashier. The sheet 

bearing this note was shipped to the bank from the Comptroller of the Currency’s office on 

August 17, 1921, two days before the bank was closed by temporary receiver R. H. Collier. 

The note arrived at the bank before Mary took possession and languished there unsigned 

until she did. Heritage Auction Archives photo. 
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presented evidence of criminal wrongdoing based upon testimony from bank examiners McCans 

and Brewer and clerk Pierce. The worst charge aired at the hearing was that Bludworth had taken 

$15,000 out of deposits and placed it in the First Cattle Loan Company, a firm that he apparently 

had established as a front for such manipulations.15
 Ironically, he had diverted the funds from bond 

money deposited in a surety account with First National to cover an embezzlement of county funds 

by former Cochise County treasurer W. P. Walker. 

It appears that Bludworth set up two front companies, the First Cattle Loan Company and 

Solstice Mining and Milling Company, to juggle funds taken in as deposits and funds he created 

through ledger entries as bogus loans to the bank, credits, or discounted paper from other banks. 

In the process, he falsified entries and statements of condition to the U. S. Comptroller of the 

Currency. In an interesting twist, he misapplied $7,191.14 to cover the cost of forty shares that he 

purchased for himself in the First National Bank. 

Bludworth took care of his friends as well. Among the counts in the indictment were 

charges of excessive loans to cronies in violation of federal banking laws, bogus letters of credit 

for his friends to other banks, and discounting of worthless paper presented to the bank by co-

conspirators, wherein the bank paid out cash that they then apparently used in speculative ventures. 

Several indictments named additional parties, some of whom were probably fictitious names that 

Bludworth entered on the bank’s books. 

The evidence was damaging and Bludworth’s case was brought before a federal grand jury 

in Tucson in late 1921. The jury handed down indictment C1596 against the former cashier, 

charging that he had misapplied the Walker bond money.16 It was the first of twenty-four separate 

indictments, spanning dozens of counts arising from Bludworth’s manipulations of the bank funds, 

that would come from the grand jury over the next two years. Convicted on December 23, 1923, 

he was sentenced to three years in the federal penitentiary at Leavenworth, Kansas, and fined 

$5,000.17 

Meanwhile, attorney Bowen traveled back and forth between Los Angeles and Tombstone, 

working out the remaining details of the bank’s reorganization. These involved a number of crucial 

matters, including rounding up the last of the outstanding stock, settlement of a surety bond to 

cover county funds on deposit with the bank, reorganizing of bank management, and calling in 

outstanding pledges of support from depositors.18 

Figure 4. Note signed by Ruth C. Costello, vice president, and J. P. Connolly, cashier, while 

Connolly was teaching Ruth how to operate the bank. The sheet bearing this note was shipped 

to the bank from the Comptroller of the Currency’s office on June 23, 1925 
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At the time the bank closed, 

Cochise county had $92,000 on deposit 

with First National—funds that were 

insured by a $97,000 security bond held 

by the United State Fidelity and Guaranty 

Company of Los Angeles. Consequently, 

the bonding company became the 

greatest creditor of the bank. On October 

21, Bowen telegraphed the Daily 

Prospector from Los Angeles with news 

that an agreement had been made 

between Mary Costello and U. S. Fidelity 

and Guaranty, whereby Mary would 

purchase the bonding company’s interest 

at a discount. On that same day a 

representative of the company met with 

the county supervisors in Tombstone and 

delivered a check for the $97,000 face 

value of their bond. The supervisors 

returned the $5,000 difference between 

their deposits and the amount of the 

bond.19 The surety bond was the worst 

liability facing Mary and purchasing it 

effectively infused the bank with 

substantial cash, thus paving the way for 

its reopening. 

In what proved to be a public relations coup, Bowen announced on November 3 that Mary 

Costello would appoint J. P. Connolly as cashier of the First National Bank. Connolly, a native of 

Canada, was a graduate of St. Francis Xavier University at Antigonish, Nova Scotia, and later 

graduated from Provincial Normal College. After teaching mathematics at St. Francis Xavier, he 

moved to the Southwest for his health, which he recovered. He found employment with the Bank 

of Bisbee, where he advanced to assistant cashier over a period of nineteen years.20 His 

appointment to a position with the First National generated considerable enthusiasm and reinforced 

confidence in Mary Costello’s integrity and commitment to the bank and the community. 

Mary, her daughter, Ruth, and lawyer Bowen arrived in Tombstone on Wednesday, 

November 9, with news that the last of the outstanding stock had been relinquished to their control 

the previous day in Los Angeles, and that the bank would open on the tenth. The Tombstone 

Prospector was jubilant. “Mrs. Costello in her loyalty and interest in Tombstone deserves the 

highest commendation,” the newspaper announced. “Although interested but slightly in the bank 

when it first closed its doors, she has come to the rescue with funds running well into six figures, 

rather than allow the matter to go through the hands of a receiver. Confidence in the people and 

future of the Old Camp inspired her to back up the institution with the result that when it opens its 

doors tomorrow it will stand out as one of the strongest financial institutions in the United 

States.”21 

Figure 5. Cashier Ruth C. Costello. 
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Mary is President 

The first order of business before reopening was the election of new management. This 

was carried out late on Wednesday afternoon with the following results:  Mary Costello, president; 

Ruth Costello, vice president; J. P. Connolly, cashier and director; Martin C. Costello (one of 

Mary’s sons), J. N. Gaines, and C. L. Giragi (principal in the depositors’ committee during the 

closing), directors. By a formal resolution, the new board extended a vote of thanks to receiver 

McCans for his efforts to reopen the bank. 

McCans left for Dallas on board the Golden State Limited Thursday evening, after the bank 

had reopened. Before boarding the train, he expressed affection for the citizens of Tombstone. 

“While I am glad to be able to return to my home, with my mission finished,” he confessed, “I am 

leaving…with fond memories of having met and associated with some of the best people I have 

ever known, and I will always have a warm place in my heart for Tombstone.” McCans also 

remarked that the citizens of Tombstone and bank officers could be proud of the renewed vigor of 

First National on its opening day. Not a single withdrawal was made, and a number of new 

accounts were opened. Cashier Connolly announced the bank’s new slogan: “The bank of 

courteous service,” which would appear in advertising for years to come.22 

Mary Costello returned home to Los Angeles after a few days in Tombstone. Ruth stayed 

on with the bank, first as assistant cashier to Connolly and then as cashier when Connolly left the 

bank in 1925.23 Her brother Cecil continued as a director but did not participate actively in the 

day-to-day operations of the bank. 

Postscript 

The largest property holder in Tombstone in the early 1920s, Mary Costello was highly 

regarded as “a capitalist and business woman, well known for her financial standing throughout 

the Southwest”24 Her business affairs in California, however, absorbed an increasing amount of 

her energies, and in 1926 she announced her desire to sell her Tombstone properties. On May 12, 

A. G. Smith realized his goal of purchasing the First National and folding its business into his 

Cochise County State Bank. Once the takeover had been completed, the Tombstone bank was 

formally liquidated on May 21.25 Ruth Costello and her brother John became assistant cashiers of 

Figure 6. Venerable 69-year-old Pioneer Arizona Banker Abijah G. Smith purchased The 

First National Bank from Mary Costello on May 12, 1926. This note was in a shipment 

consisting of eight sheets bearing bank sheet serials 2122-2129 sent from the Comptroller of 

the Currency’s office on May 7, 1926. The shipment arrived just after Smith and his new 

cashier L. Fahnestock took over. 
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the Cochise County bank, but none of the family sat on the board of directors.26 By 1931 both 

Smith and the Costellos had severed their ties with the Cochise County bank. 

Mary Costello gradually retired from business and died at her Los Angeles home on 

December 12, 1941, at age seventy-four. Among her many personal triumphs was the role she 

played twenty years earlier in saving the town that had given her a fortune.27 
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